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ECG Beat Representation and Delineation by
Means of Variable Projection
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Abstract—Objective: The electrocardiogram (ECG) fol-
lows a characteristic shape, which has led to the develop-
ment of several mathematical models for extracting clin-
ically important information. Our main objective is to re-
solve limitations of previous approaches, that means to si-
multaneously cope with various noise sources, perform ex-
act beat segmentation, and to retain diagnostically impor-
tant morphological information. Methods: We therefore pro-
pose a model that is based on Hermite and sigmoid func-
tions combined with piecewise polynomial interpolation for
exact segmentation and low-dimensional representation of
individual ECG beat segments. Hermite and sigmoidal func-
tions enable reliable extraction of important ECG waveform
information while the piecewise polynomial interpolation
captures noisy signal features like the baseline wander
(BLW). For that we use variable projection, which allows the
separation of linear and nonlinear morphological variations
of the according ECG waveforms. The resulting ECG model
simultaneously performs BLW cancellation, beat segmen-
tation, and low-dimensional waveform representation. Re-
sults: We demonstrate its BLW denoising and segmentation
performance in two experiments, using synthetic and real
data. Compared to state-of-the-art algorithms, the experi-
ments showed less diagnostic distortion in case of denois-
ing and a more robust delineation for the P and T wave.
Conclusion: This work suggests a novel concept for ECG
beat representation, easily adaptable to other biomedical
signals with similar shape characteristics, such as blood
pressure and evoked potentials. Significance: Our method
is able to capture linear and nonlinear wave shape changes.
Therefore, it provides a novel methodology to understand
the origin of morphological variations caused, for instance,
by respiration, medication, and abnormalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE electrocardiogram (ECG) is doubtlessly the most
widely used biomedical signal for cardiac diagnosis. Usu-

ally, it is measured by recording the potential difference between
electrodes placed on standardized locations on the surface of
the body. The recorded traces consist of several deflections
from the iso-electric level, which represent the individual waves
that make up one heartbeat signal and consequently the ECG
(Fig. 1(a)). The time differences between individual waves, their
duration, amplitude levels, polarity, and their shape all carry
important clinical information [1], [2]. However, not only are
these parameters relevant, their development over time, their
beat-to-beat or long-term fluctuations, their responses to heart
rate changes, and the interplay between them may also be of great
clinical interest [3]. This gives raise to two major challenging
tasks from a signal processing point of view: denoising and wave
segmentation.

First and most obviously, redundant and noisy signal features
should be eliminated while retaining clinically important infor-
mation. For instance, the ECG is typically superimposed with
BLW, which – if not removed correctly – interferes with correct
diagnosis of specific illnesses. However, since BLW overlaps
with the ECG in the frequency domain, removing it may ac-
cidentally eliminate important diagnostic information [1]. This
would be critical, for instance in the case of ischemic ST-change
detection, because corrupting the ST segment by removing the
baseline could – in the worst case – lead to a wrong diagnosis [4].
Additionally, other noise sources, such as electromyographic
noise and powerline interference, distort morphological features
of the individual waves and should therefore be removed previ-
ous to further ECG signal analysis.

The next step in the analysis of ECGs is typically the seg-
mentation into individual beats and their three main deflections,
that is P wave, QRS complex, and T wave (Fig. 1(b)). The wave
segmentation is of high medical interest, since clinically relevant
intervals, amplitude values, or other features of the individual
waves and of the segments in between can be derived and used for
diagnostics. Example applications are (ventricular) depolarisa-
tion assessment [5], quantification of QT variability [6] and ven-
tricular repolarisation dispersion [3], [7], [8]. We have recently
successfully used adaptive Hermite functions for ECG wave
segmentation, providing additionally a low-dimensional wave
shape representation which potentially holds further important
diagnostic information for the applications mentioned above [9].
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Fig. 1. Illustration of example ECG traces with clinically relevant parameters and their segmentation into single waves. (a) Clinically relevant
intervals and waves for ECG strip with three cardiac cycles. (b) Sliced ECG over time with segmented waves. Clinically useful parameters can be
derived subsequently (e.g. PQ, QT). (c) Exemplary ECG trace segmented into its single components as well as the unwanted baseline noise.

In general, Hermite functions have shown to be very well suited
to ECG signal processing, ECG data compression [10]–[12],
QRS complex clustering [13], and detection of myocardial in-
farction [14]. Despite the usefulness of these functions some
limitations remain, especially in relation to (baseline) noise and
pathological ST segment elevations/depressions, which reveals
the need to extend the basis function dictionary to achieve a
correct beat delineation and representation. Addressing these
limitations, we introduce two novel concepts for ECG beat
representation:

First, to improve baseline-noise-related limitations, we com-
bine two well-known methodologies for ECG signal analysis:
spline interpolation for baseline estimation and adaptive Hermite
functions for wave approximation and segmentation (Fig. 1(c)).
Note that state-of-the-art methods usually treat these two tasks
separately, that means BLW removal is performed in a separate
preprocessing step followed by morphological feature extrac-
tion [4], [15]. We, in contrast, simultaneously optimize the
approximations of the single waves and of the baseline, which
allows beats to be represented more accurately. In the case of
BLW estimation, the PQ and TP segments are of particular
interest, since they are assumed to be usually at the iso-electric
level. These implicitly provided locations are used to identify
the unwanted noisy baseline fluctuations by means of spline
interpolation. A good baseline estimation, in turn, allows better
beat approximation, which generally leads to improved ECG
signal representation.

Our second novel concept extends the basis function dictio-
nary to include sigmoidal atoms, that model possible (patholog-
ical) intra-beat baseline jumps, such as an ST elevation (STE)
or depression (STD). Based on these two major conceptual
novelties, noisy and redundant signal features are minimized
while important morphological and diagnostic information is
extracted for the segmented wave components.

We evaluated and compared our method to state-of-the-art
techniques in two independent experiments. First, to show that
our method removes BLW efficiently without distorting im-
portant morphological features, we compared our results to
those of Lenis et al. who analyzed the most prominent BLW
removal techniques in a recent simulation study [4]. Second,
we used the well-known Physionet QT database (QTDB) [16],
[17] to evaluate the effectiveness of our method in ECG wave
segmentation, as it provides a good benchmark for this task.

This paper comprises six sections. Section II describes the
nonlinear waveform modeling of ECG beats, while Section III
elaborates on the construction of the dictionary. Section IV
defines the constraints used for optimization. Our method’s
ability to perform BLW removal and ECG wave segmentation
is illustrated in Sections V-A and V-B. Section VI concludes our
work, emphasizing the strengths of our method and providing
possible future applications.

II. NONLINEAR WAVEFORM MODELING

Due to their simplicity and low computational complexity,
linear models are frequently used to model ECG signals [12],
[18], [19]. One of the main challenges in this context is to
find a proper set of atoms (i.e., a dictionary) that matches the
problem area. Since the main ECG waveshapes are influenced by
many person-specific factors such as age, gender, morbidities,
and medications, no dictionary exists that is optimal for all
cases. Hence, we developed a nonlinear least-squares model,
that is tailored precisely to a single person. In order to track
morphological evolvement over time, the person-specific model
is then readjusted beat by beat by means of local nonlinear
optimization.

Let us consider an analog signal f(t) which is sampled at
time instances t1, . . . , tN . The nonlinear approximation of the
observed data is then given as

f(tn) ≈ η(c,α; tn) =

J−1∑
j=0

cjϕj(α; tn) (n = 1, . . . , N) ,

(1)
where {ϕj(α; ·) | 0 ≤ j < J} denotes the dictionary, α ∈
Rm is the vector of parameters controlling the nonlinear-
ities in the signal modeling, and c = [c0, c1, . . . cJ−1]

T is
the vector of corresponding coefficients, determined by solv-
ing a simple linear least-squares problem for a given α.
This can be written in matrix-vector form f ≈ Φ(α)c, where
f = [f(t1), . . . , f(tN )]T , and {Φ(α)}n,j = ϕj(α; tn) for n =
1, . . . , N, j = 0, . . . , J − 1.

In this work, a heartbeat representation comprises four com-
ponents: the QRS, T and P waves and the baseline. Each of these
components is modeled by an individual nonlinear model, and
their sum defines the joint model of the heartbeat:

f ≈ ηQRS + ηT + ηP + ηBL . (2)
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE DICTIONARIES. NOTE THAT τmin, τmax DENOTE THE

MIN./MAX. DISTANCE TO THE INITIALLY DETECTED R PEAK RINIT

Note that each component has its own dictionary and linear (c)
and nonlinear (α) parameters (see Table I).

In order to find the best parameters for a given heartbeat signal,
we consider the following optimization problem:

min
α

r2(α) = min
α

∥∥f −Φ(α)Φ+(α)f
∥∥2
2
, (3)

where Φ+(α), which is equal to ΦT (α) if ϕj(α; tn) form an
orthonormal system, denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse
of the matrix Φ(α), and

α =
(
αQRS,αT,αP,αBL

)T
, (4)

Φ(α) =
(
ΦQRS(αQRS),ΦT(αT),ΦP(αP),ΦBL(αBL)

)
(5)

are the column-wise concatenations of the components’ non-
linear parameters and the corresponding dictionaries. Note that,
for a given α, the linear parameters are calculated according
to the least-squares solution c(α) := Φ+(α)f . Therefore, only
the vector of nonlinear parameters α is to be optimized. The
so-called variable projection (VP) functional r2 was introduced
by Golub and Pereyra [20]. As they provided an exact formula
for the gradient, local search techniques, such as trust-region
methods [21], can be applied to minimize r2. This approach
has a wide range of applications [22]. Based on this general
nonlinear waveform model, we describe the atoms we selected
to represent the ECG signal.

III. CONSTRUCTING THE DICTIONARY

A good dictionary matches the main characteristics of the
modelled signal; this means that the dictionary atoms are highly
correlated with the main components of the observed data.
Below we describe how we developed a dictionary that is
tailored specifically to the problem of ECG beat segmentation /
representation (Section III-A) and simultaneously capturing the
noisy baseline information (Section III-B).

A. Dictionary for the QRS, T and P Waves

Nonlinear parametric modeling of ECG waveforms dates
back to the 1980 s, when Sörnmo et al. [23] introduced the
dilated Hermite functions for approximating the shape of the
QRS complex. Their work inspired many others: Laguna et al.
[10] and Kovács et al. [12] compressed ECG signals; Lager-
holm et al. [13] utilized this approach for heartbeat clustering
purposes; Haraldsson et al. [14] extracted features by means
of Hermite expansion to detect myocardial infarction, while
Sandryhaila et al. [11] improved reconstruction accuracy by
using the discrete analogue of the dilated Hermite function

Fig. 2. Scaling of the Hermite functions. (a) Unscaled Hermite func-
tions. (b) Scaled Hermite functions.

system. These approaches utilize a single nonlinear parameter
that is the dilation of atoms. In [24], a translation parameter
was added, which we used in previous work to develop an ECG
segmentation algorithm [9].

The shape similarity between Hermite functions and ECG
waveforms (P-QRS-T) explains the suitability of the former to
represent the latter. We derive the family of Hermite functions
as

ϕj(t) = hj(t) · exp(−t2/2) · 2j/2/
√
π1/2j!, (j ∈ N),

(6)
where hj denotes the well-known Hermite polynomials with
h0(t) = 1, h1(t) = 2t and

hj+1(t) = 2thj(t)− 2jhj−1(t), (j ∈ N+).

It is well known that this family of functions {ϕj : j ∈ N}
forms an orthonormal and complete system in L2(R) with
respect to the usual scalar product and norm [25].

A very useful property of the Hermite functions is that they are
localized in time, which means that limt→±∞ ϕj(t) = 0 for all
j ∈ N. It can be shown that a series of nested intervals Ij ⊂ Ij+1

exists in which the corresponding ϕj functions are significantly
different from zero; outside of these intervals these functions
decrease rapidly due to the exponential factor in (6). This is
illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where we show the first three elements
of the family of Hermite functions. Clearly, the individual wave
approximations ηQRS,ηT,ηP have no effect outside the corre-
sponding Ij intervals. In order to improve on the separation of
the QRS, T and P components from our previous approach [9],
we unify the Ij intervals by rescaling the Hermite functions as
follows:

ϕ̃j(t) = ϕj(1.11
j · t) (j ∈ N) ; (7)

we found the value of the scaling factor (1.11) experimentally
such that the resulting Ĩj intervals are approximately equal to
Ĩ0 (Fig. 2(b)). Note that ϕj(α; tn) do not form an orthogonal
system any more, however allow better separability of the QRS,
T and P components. In Section IV, we additionally provide
medical constraints on the length of Ĩ0, which now apply to the
whole family of the rescaled Hermite functions.

Although, the system of Hermite functions serves as a foun-
dation of our dictionary, we found that it is not sufficient to
represent the most common waveshapes in ECGs. In fact, in
a preliminary experiment conducted together with medical ex-
perts, we observed that specific physiological and pathological
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Fig. 3. Demonstrating the advantages of a sigmoid atom. (a) Beat
appr. without sigmoid. (b) Wave segm. without sigmoid. (c) Beat appr.
with sigmoid. (d) Wave segm. with sigmoid.

baseline jumps (e.g., STE/STD) are not captured well by Her-
mite functions. We illustrate this phenomenon in Fig. 3(a)–(b),
which shows a significant difference between the signal levels
of each side of the QRS complex. However, this component can
be represented very well by a sigmoid function:

s(t) = 1/(1 + exp(−2t)) (t ∈ R),

as shown in Fig. 3(c)–(d). The sigmoid functions are aligned
with the Hermite atoms and compensate each other across a
beat. Consequently, we extend the system of Hermite functions
to include the logistic sigmoid curve s(t). This allows us to
represent a wider class of clinically relevant ECG waveforms.

Relative position (τ ) and the width (λ) of the QRS, T and
P waves change dynamically from beat to beat for physiolog-
ical reasons such as respiration. It therefore is reasonable to
parametrize the dictionary in order to adjust its atoms to the
current heartbeat. Building upon former work [9], [24], we use an
affine argument transform to parametrize the rescaled Hermite
and the sigmoid functions:

ϕ̃j(λ, τ ; t) = ϕ̃j(λ · (t− τ)),

s(λ, τ ; t) = s(λ · (t− τ)), (t, τ ∈ R, λ ∈ R+).

These functions can be uniformly sampled at time t1, . . . , tN ,
which allows the corresponding adaptive dictionary to be defined
as follows:

ΦQRS(αQRS) =
(
ϕ̃0(α

QRS), . . . , ϕ̃J−1(α
QRS), s(αQRS)

)
,

where αQRS = (λQRS, τQRS). Hence, we use the first seven
rescaled Hermite atoms and the sigmoid atom for modeling the
QRS complex. The dictionaries for the T and the P waves are
defined analogously, using the first four rescaled Hermite atoms
and additionally the sigmoid atom in case of the T wave. Table I
summarizes the parameter setup of each component. Note that
we do not use the sigmoid function in ΦP, assuming that there is

Fig. 4. Baseline estimation using the proposed method. (a) Baseline
approximation for a single beat. (b) Baseline approximation for the ECG
recording.

no physiological / pathological baseline jump between onset and
end of the P wave. This decision was made based on preliminary
experiments and in agreement with medical experts. Hence, we
assume that differences in the amplitude levels on either side of
the P wave originate from unwanted BLW, which is modelled
as described in the following section.

B. Dictionary for the Baseline Wander

BLW is a low-frequency noise caused mainly by respiration
and body movements. In order to cancel out unwanted BLW,
polynomial fitting and subtraction [1], [2] have proved to be
very efficient approaches, where the baseline is estimated by
piecewise polynomial interpolation. However, the performance
of these techniques heavily depends on the nodes, which are
typically located at the estimated time instants of the PQ and/or
TP segments, since these are assumed to be at the iso-electric
level.

We improve on this baseline estimation approach by auto-
matically setting the nodes via the VP optimization stated in (3).
More specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a), we define 4 knots
for each heartbeat as follows:

� boundary points: x1 = 1, x4 = N ;
� fiducial points: x2 = τQRS − 4/λQRS, x3 = τT + 4/λT,

where N denotes the number of samples representing one beat.
The second and the third knot depend on the affine parameters of
the QRS complex and the T wave, respectively. To derive these
formulas, we apply the well-known three-sigma rule to the first
Hermite function (see, e.g., Section IV). Here, τQRS − 3/λQRS

can be interpreted as the starting point of the QRS approximation
ηQRS, and x2 is a good estimate of the PQ segment location.
Since the same is true for the T wave, where τT + 3/λT corre-
sponds to the end of the T wave, we assume that x4 is, again,
at the iso-electric level. In each iteration of the optimization we
first determine the knots and then compute the corresponding
piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation polynomial (pchip). In
order to prevent superfluous oscillation of the baseline approxi-
mation, we use shape-preserving polynomial interpolation [26].
For a given parameter vector α = (λQRS, τQRS, λT, τT), the fit-
ted polynomial curve p(α; t) is the only atom in the baseline
dictionary:

{
ΦBL(α)

}
i
= {p(α)}i = p(α; ti) (i = 1, . . . , N).

An example of the resulting baseline interpolation is illustrated
in Fig. 4(b), which qualitatively shows that the BLW is captured
very well. A quantitative analysis follows in Section V-A.
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IV. CONSTRAINING THE OPTIMIZATION

Once the optimal parameters have been found, the basic
segmentation of the heartbeat is given by the components of
the nonlinear model in (2). Note that we optimize the nonlinear
parameter vector α in (3) by minimizing the least-squares error
of the sum of each components’ approximation. Therefore,
it may happen that the error of the approximation is small,
although the delineation itself is inaccurate. Our main objective
here is to provide constraints which force the optimization to
find a good approximation with compactly supported nonlinear
components. Mathematically speaking, the almost-orthogonal
approximations ηQRS,ηT,ηP should approximate only the cor-
responding waveforms QRS, T, and P.

A. Bound Constraints

The nonlinear model in (2) has two variables: the translation τ
and the dilation λ. These parameters are directly related to med-
ical properties, more specifically the locations and the widths
of the QRS, T and P approximations. Analysis of these and
other derived parameters (e.g., QT interval) is a very important
research field in cardiology, which also provides comprehen-
sive statistics of the standard clinical features of the ECG. We
apply the results of recent medical studies [27] to derive bound
constraints on the values of τ and λ.

In order to explain the relationship between dilation λ and
wave width |Ĩ0|, let us consider the first element of the family
of rescaled Hermite functions:

ϕ̃0(λ, τ ; t) = π−1/4 · exp (−(λ · (t− τ))2/2
)
. (8)

Note that, up to a constant factor, this expression is equal to the
probability density function of a normal distribution with mean
μ = τ and variance σ2 = 1/λ2. Therefore, the well-known
three-sigma rule applies here, which means that the spread of
r = 1, 2, 3 times the standard deviations covers 68%, 95%, and
99% of the total distribution, respectively. Due to the scaling,
this identity roughly applies to all the functions ϕ̃j , (j ∈ N),
and thus also to their linear combinations. As a consequence,
the value of the wave approximation is practically zero outside
the interval Ĩ0 = [μ− 3σ, μ+ 3σ]. The wave width is therefore
given by |Ĩ0| = 6σ = 6/λ, and the bounds can be written as
follows:

λmin :=
6

wmax
≤ λ ≤ 6

wmin
:= λmax, (9)

where wmin and wmax denote, respectively, the minimum and
the maximum widths of the corresponding waveform. Table I
summarizes the lower and upper bounds of λ, for which we
chose wmin and wmax according to the clinical statistics of the
QRS, T and P waves in [27].

The medical interpretation of the translation parameter τ is
much easier to describe: It is equal to the center position of the
waveform approximation. In the three-sigma rule terminology, τ
simply represents the center of the interval Ĩ0. Therefore, timing-
based statistics of the QRS, T and P waves directly limit the value
of the corresponding translation parameter:

τmin ≤ τ ≤ τmax, (10)

where the upper and lower bounds are defined according to the
medical statistics in [27].

B. Nonlinear Constraints

Additional medical properties can be incorporated into our
model by using nonlinear constraints. The most important con-
straints are the relative positions of the QRS, T and P waves in
a heartbeat, which can be formulated as follows:

1 ≤ τP − 3/λP, τP + 3/λP ≤ τQRS − 3/λQRS, (11)

τT + 3/λT ≤ N , τQRS + 3/λQRS ≤ τT − 3/λT. (12)

Recall that τ ± 3/λ is equal to the onset and the offset of the wave
approximation provided by the three-sigma rule with σ = 1/λ.
Thus, Eq. (11) means that the onset of the P wave approximation
should be greater than or equal to 1, that is, the first sample index
of a beat, while the end of the P wave should be less than the onset
of the QRS complex. Similarly, (12) implies that the end of the
T wave cannot be greater than the number of samples N in the
heartbeat signal, and the end of the QRS approximation should
be less than or equal to the onset of the T wave. These conditions
guarantee the right ordering of the waveform approximations.
Note that the values of the wave approximations are very low
outside the corresponding intervals [τ − 3/λ, τ + 3/λ]. Due to
Eqs. (11) and (12), these intervals are also distinct, which implies
that the dot products of the QRS, T and P components are very
small, that is, they are pairwise almost orthogonal (see, e.g.,
Fig. 3(d)).

A normal cardiac cycle begins with depolarization of the atria
(P wave), which is followed by ventricular depolarization (QRS
complex). The final phase of the ventricular contraction is the
repolarization (T wave), in which the heart returns to its resting
state. This means that the recorded electric potential returns to
the isoelectric line after the T wave; hence, the cycle starts and
ends at this level [2]. In order to describe this behavior of the
ECG, we require the sigmoids of the QRS and of the T wave to
have the same coefficients with opposite signs:

cQRS
s = −cT

s . (13)

Additional heuristics can be applied to the parameters of the
P wave approximation. It is well known that, in most leads,
a normal P wave is associated with a positive deflection away
from the isoelectric line [1]. Therefore, we restrict the coefficient
of the first rescaled Hermite function, which is a Gaussian, to
non-negative:

0 ≤ cP
0. (14)

Note that other shapes, such as biphasic and notched P waves
can still be represented by higher-order Hermite functions. How-
ever, the first Hermite function is forced to be a non-negative
component, which supports representation of the most com-
mon monophasic morphology. This constraint could be easily
switched off in case pathological inverted P waves need to be
modelled.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We used the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 5 to test
the robustness of our algorithm with regard to baseline elim-
ination and wave delineation. In the first step, time locations
of the R peaks were determined, which in our case were either
already known (from simulated data) or provided by the database
used [16]. Of course, one could also use computer aided R peak
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Fig. 5. Experimental setup for evaluating the effectiveness of our method in terms of baseline elimination and wave segmentation/representation.
(a) R peak detection. (b) Slice training set; determine mean training beat and perform global optimization without baseline approximation. (c)
Determine αinit using global optimization with baseline approximation. (d) Optimize α beat by beat for the test set using local optimization and αinit

as inital free parameter set.

detection, like the well-known Pan-Tompkins algorithm [28] or
more recent methods like [29]. Then we distinguished between
a training and a test set, the former one defined to consist of
100 beats preceding the latter one, which represents the ECG
sequence to be analyzed. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b) the training
set was divided into single beats, where the time instant for
slicing was defined to be distance

preR =
median (RRtrain)

3
(15)

preceding each R peak, with RRtrain being the sequence of time
differences between the R peak locations in the training set. The
resulting ECG beats were averaged to determine a mean training
beat, which was subsequently used to decide whether the chosen

setup (i.e., the slicing points and the bound constraints; cf.
Section IV-A) were suited to approximating the corresponding
beat. For this reason, translation and dilation parameters were
optimized for P-QRS-T by means of a genetic algorithm. On the
basis of these optimized parameters, we were able to roughly
divide the beat into three segments containing the P wave, the
QRS complex and the T wave, respectively (Fig. 5(b)). We then
calculated the percentage root mean difference (PRD) between
the raw signal f and its approximation f̂ (f represents the beat
average),

PRDBeat =
||f − f̂ ||2
||f − f ||2

· 100
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for the whole beat and for the respective segments

PRDP =
||fP − f̂P||2
||fP − fP||2

· 100, PRDQRS =
||fQRS − f̂QRS||2
||fQRS − fQRS||2

· 100,

PRDT =
||fT − f̂T||2
||fT − fT||2

· 100.

We compared these values to experimentally determined thresh-
olds (defined in Fig. 5(b)), assuming that the approximation of
the whole beat or single segments result in suitable slicing and
bound constraints. Certainly, this should apply to the majority
of ECG recordings analyzed, as the default setup (i.e., default
slicing points and bound constraints) is based on [27]. However,
if the slicing is incorrect, or in the case of very atypical beat
morphologies, a higher PRD of one or more segments or even of
the whole beat indicates that manual annotation of the mean beat
is necessary. This leads to an adapted slicing while implicitly
redefining the bound constraints, which – due to an incorrect
slicing and an unnaturally long P wave – was the case for
recording sel41 in our illustration (Fig. 5(b)). Note that in this
step we did not optimize for possible BLW, since incorrect
slicing in particular may be compensated for by the splines,
and, falsify the decision.

Once the mean beat and the related waves were determined,
we optimized for an initial αinit per recording, this time taking
a small potential BLW into account (Fig. 5–(c)). Based on these
individual, pre-optimized parameters, the single ECG beats of
the test set were then approximated by adjusting the free parame-
tersαi, (i = 1, . . . , I) by means of local nonlinear optimization
(Fig. 5–(d)).

A. Baseline Wander Removal

In our first experiment, we assessed the effectiveness of our
method in removing BLW while preserving important diagnos-
tic information. BLW is a low-frequency artifact in the ECG
that can have several sources, such as breathing and patient or
electrode movement. Since it is such a common phenomenon,
several state-of-the-art techniques for BLW removal have been
developed, such as spline interpolation, wavelet cancellation,
and median filtering. A major issue in BLW removal is distortion
of important diagnostic information, for instance, changes in
the ST segment. Applying the denoising algorithm may alter
the ST segment, resulting in an ST level that differs from
the original (i.e., clean) one, which could lead to a different
diagnosis in terms of STE/STD (Fig. 6). The reason for this is
that most state-of-the-art algorithms focus on the removal of the
baseline without taking morphological distortion into account.
Our proposed method, in contrast, considers these two tasks
simultaneously, which makes it a nonlinear baseline-removing
and morphological feature preserving filter for ECG.

Evaluating algorithms in terms of their ability to retain the
correct diagnostic information, Lenis et al. have recently pub-
lished a simulation study that compares five state-of-the-art
filtering techniques for baseline removal [4]. In particular, they
focused on preserving ST segment diagnostic information in
the ischemic heart. Since they allowed us to use their simulated
ECG beats [30], [31], we were able to carry out a similar
study, comparing our work to various state-of-the-art baseline
elimination algorithms. Hence, we provide a brief review of

Fig. 6. Demonstrating the effect of baseline elimination on the ECG
(ST segment and T wave are altered in this case). (a) Clean ECG su-
perimposed with simulated baseline noise. (b) Clean ECG and denoised
ECG.

their methodology for data generation and algorithm evaluation
before presenting the results of our algorithm compared to those
of selected BLW removal techniques.

ECG and noise generation: We reused the dataset origi-
nally proposed by Loewe et al. for optimal electrode placement
for the ischemic heart [30], [31]. This dataset contains simulated
surface ECGs from 3 different subjects with several degrees
of ischemia, amounting to 3× 255 = 765 electrophysiological
setups in total. Each of these setups is represented by a 12-lead
ECG, where one lead consists of a single beat (QRS complex, ST
segment, and T wave) sampled at fs = 500Hz. The beats were
resampled to fs = 512Hz such that wavelet-based filtering, as
done in [4], could be carried out for comparison. In order to
obtain recordings of reasonable length (250 s), we quasiperiodi-
cally extended the single leads as suggested in [4]. We added
variable RR intervals following a Gaussian distribution with
μ = 1 s and σ = 50ms. Thus, we obtained 765 clean 12-lead
ECG recordings with specific diagnostic information given by
the ST segment (Fig. 7(a)–7(c)). These clean recordings were
subsequently contaminated with baseline noise, defined as

nBL(t) = C ·
K∑

k=0

ak · cos (2π · k ·Δf · t+ θk) , (16)

where, in accordance with [4], Δf and K were set to 0.01Hz
and 50, respectively, while ak and θk were defined to be random
numbers drawn from a uniform distribution within the intervals
[0, 1] and [0, 2π), respectively. The weighting factor C deter-
mines the total power of the baseline signal; varying this factor
allows experiments to be carried out for different signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs). The SNRs were defined to be −10 dB, 0 dB, and
10 dB to obtain realistic ECG recordings with slight, moderate,
and strong baseline noise (Fig. 7(a)–(c)). Consequently, a total
of 27 540 (=765× 12× 3) ECG traces was produced, which
allowed us to compare our method to various other denoising
algorithms on a big dataset.

Denoising algorithms: Most of the baseline removal al-
gorithms we compared our work to, were reimplemented and
reviewed in [32]. In particular, we considered FIR highpass
filtering [33], IIR highpass filtering [34], cubic splines [35],
adaptive filtering [36], moving-average filtering [37], median
filtering [38], and wavelet-based baseline cancellation [4]. These
algorithms are regularly cited in the literature and therefore
provide a good benchmark for judging our method, based on
the following quality criteria.
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Fig. 7. Effectiveness of four selected BLW removal techniques for three example ECG recordings contaminated with 3 different types of baseline
noise (a)–(c). Clean and denoised ECG recordings (d)–(f); for better visibility only one beat is shown per denoising method. (a) Example ECG with
ST depression. (b) Example ECG with no obvious pathology. (c) Example ECG with ST elevation. (d) Clean and denoised ECG contaminated by
slight baseline noise, shown in (a). (e) Clean and denoised ECG contaminated by moderated baseline noise, shown in (b). (f) Clean and denoised
ECG contaminated by strong baseline noise, shown in (c).

Quality criteria: Morphological distortion and removal of
diagnostic information is well described by four measures: the
SNR, the correlation coefficient, the so-called l_operator, and
the deviation of the ST change [4].

First, the SNR is a well-known measure for evaluating the
denoising performance of an algorithm. Since we were using
synthetic data for this experiment, the clean signal is known and
consequently we are able to determine exact output SNR values
to compare various denoising algorithms.

Second, the correlation coefficient mainly quantifies the mor-
phological matching of the original and the reconstructed signal,
independent of scaling and offsetting of the signals. Taking the
clean ECG recordings x(t) and the denoised ones x̂(t), the
correlation coefficient is defined as

ρ{x(t), x̂(t)} =
E {(x(t)− μx) (x̂(t)− μx̂)}

σxσx̂
, (17)

where E{} denotes the expected value, μx and μx̂ the expected
values of the clean and the denoised ECG recordings, respec-
tively, and σx and σx̂ the standard deviations of the clean and
the denoised ECG recordings.

Third, in order to take offsetting and scaling into account,
in [39] the so-called l_operator, defined as

l_operator{x(t), x̂(t)} = 1− E {x(t)− x̂(t)}
E {x2(t)}E {x̂2(t)} , (18)

was introduced. It is based on the Euclidean distance between
the two signals and gives a value between −1 and 1, where −1

corresponds to a complete mismatch and 1 stands for a perfect
alignment.

Fourth, in this experiment the quantification of the ST change
is probably the most important parameter in the context of
diagnostic information distortion. Usually, a specific time instant
within the ST segment, the so-called J point, is evaluated for
diagnosis. There exist clear recommendations for ST segment in-
terpretations depending on specific pre-defined thresholds [40],
where deviations by as little as 50μV may be of medical in-
terest. However, since automated determination of the J point is
relatively difficult, Loewe et al. introduced the so-called K point
(KP), which is also located within the ST segment and provides a
measure that is equivalent to the J point from a diagnostic point
of view [31]. The value of this characteristic time instant can
be calculated automatically by first determining the envelope
of the twelve lead ECG, denoted as xi(t), i = 1, . . . , 12, and
subsequently taking the minimum value of the ST segment:

KP = min
tST

(
max

i
|xi(tST)|

)
, (i = 1, . . . , 12), (19)

where tST stands for the length of the time interval of the ST
segment. Finally, the deviation of the KP is defined as

ΔKP = KPfiltered − KPclean. (20)

Method evaluation: A total of 27 540 ECG traces was gen-
erated, each of 250 s length, which corresponds to approximately
250 beats. However, for method comparison, we considered only
the ECG traces between beats 100 and 200, obtaining a test set of
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BASED ON SNR, CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, l_OPERATOR, AND KP DEVIATION BETWEEN SEVERAL BASELINE ELIMINATION

ALGORITHMS AND THE PROPOSED APPROACH. RESULTS ARE GIVEN AS MEDIAN (25TH PERCENTILE, 75TH PERCENTILE)

98 beats or approximately 100 s. This was done for two reasons:
First, this way we were sure to avoid edge effects for several
filtering methods, and, second, the first 100 beats could be used
to determine an initial parameter set αinit for our method, as
shown in Fig. 5.

The noisy ECG recordings were then denoised by several
filtering methods and subsequently quality criteria were calcu-
lated. In order to assess the performance of each method, median
and inter quartile range (IQR) were calculated for the SNR, the
correlation coefficient, the l_operator, and the KP deviation. For
the first three measures, a method is considered superior if its
median is statistically significantly higher than those of the other
methods. Clearly, the KP deviation should be closest to zero for
a method to perform well. Statistical significance was tested by
using the Wilcoxon signed rank test and a significance level of
5% [4]. Additionally, we compared the IQRs of all methods.

Results: Table II illustrates that our approach outperformed
the other algorithms in all four quality criteria. Concerning the
SNR, our method showed an average improvement of more
than 27 dB, which is clearly above the SNR improvements of
the competing algorithms. Also, for the correlation coefficient
and the l_operator, our method had the highest medians, and
the median of the KP deviation was closer to zero than for
any other algorithm. The Wilcoxon signed rank test showed
a statistically significant difference between the results of our
method and those of the six BLW removal techniques. Fur-
thermore, the scatter quantified by the IQR was the smallest
in our case for all quality criteria, which indicates that our
method is the most robust in different scenarios of baseline
noise. This is especially noticeable for the SNR improvement,
showing an IQR of only 2.1 dB for the proposed work, clearly
outperforming the other methods. Fig. 7(d)–(f) illustrate these
observations in a more intuitive way (we only present 4 ex-
ample denoising algorithms for better visibility). The selected
denoising algorithms reduce the baseline influence effectively,
but in some cases diagnostic information (i.e., the level of
the ST segment) is corrupted. The last beats of Fig. 7(d)–(f)
show that our method retains the diagnostic information almost
perfectly, confirming that it performed better than the other
algorithms.

B. Wave Segmentation

Wave segmentation (also: wave delineation) is usually defined
as determining onset, peak, and end of the waves (i.e., P-QRS-
T) and remains one of the major challenges in ECG signal
processing. Not only is automated wave delineation difficult to

Fig. 8. Demonstration of the ECG delineation method.

accomplish itself, the lack of a gold-standard evaluation method-
ology also makes this task extremely demanding. Nevertheless,
a reliable delineation algorithm is essential in clinical applica-
tions, since the analysis of ECG time domain parameters (e.g.,
the QT interval) often plays an important role in determining a
patient’s treatment, for instance, whether lifelong medication is
indicated [41]. In our case, an adequate wave segmentation is
crucial to describing the morphological development of individ-
ual waves. Consequently, we evaluated the performance of our
method using the Physionet QTDB [16], [17] to demonstrate that
it delivers results that are comparable to those of the latest ECG
beat delineation algorithms. Despite several limitations [42], the
QTDB remains one of the best options for testing the robustness
of a delineation algorithm; furthermore, it has been used by
several research groups to compare delineation results. In the
next three paragraphs, we thus describe the delineation method,
the QTDB, and our results.

Delineation: As illustrated in Fig. 5(d), the basic segmenta-
tion into the main components is already given by carrying out
the local optimization for all the beats of interest (i.e., ηP, ηQRS

and ηT). The locations of the peaks can be easily determined by
finding the maximum values of the approximations. In order to
determine onset and end of the wave approximations, we used
the information provided by their derivatives (Fig. 8, inspired
by [43]). The following explanations apply to each beat indi-
vidually. Note that the approximation represents the ECG in an
analytic form, allowing the derivatives to be calculated analyt-
ically. Furthermore, except for wave-depending thresholds, the
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Fig. 9. Three major effects which result in morphological changes of the ECG beat or a single wave. (a) Morphological changes related to
translation of the T wave. (b) Morphological changes related to dilation of the T wave. (c) Actual morphological changes, i.e., positive T wave turning
into a negative one.

TABLE III
THRESHOLDS USED FOR ECG WAVE DELINEATION

methodology is the same for all three components (P-QRS-T).
We therefore describe it only once for the QRS complex and list
the thresholds used (which were determined experimentally) in
Table III.

Starting with the derivative of a single QRS complex
ηQRS′

, we eliminated all maxima and minima lower/larger
than max(ηQRS′

)/20 and min(ηQRS′
)/20, respectively. Subse-

quently, to determine the onset, we took the leftmost of the
remaining maxima / minima, located at tR1 (Fig. 8), and defined
two potential candidates left to tR1 for the onset:

� Candidate 1: |ηQRS′ | falls below the threshold

thQRS
on = 0.05 · |ηQRS′

(tR1)|.
� Candidate 2: A local maximum / minimum is detected left

to tR1 for a negative / positive ηQRS′
(tR1).

We then defined the candidate closer to tR1 to be the onset. A
very similar procedure was carried out to determine the end of the
QRS complex, where we searched to the right of the last signifi-
cant maximum / minimum (tR2) for defining the two candidates
as described above. Additionally, a slightly altered threshold
was used, as illustrated in Table III. Finally, we obtained onset,
peak, and end of three waves (P-QRS-T) for all beats under
investigation, which were compared to expert annotations given
for the QTDB for evaluation.

The QT database: There are mainly three reasons why we
chose the QTDB for assessing our algorithm’s delineation abil-
ity. First, it contains expert annotations for more than 3000 beats
of 105 2-channel ECG recordings, which provides a large variety
of beat morphologies and allows a method’s robustness against
pathological / atypical wave forms to be estimated. Second, it has
been used extensively by other research groups, and therefore we
can easily estimate the general delineation quality by comparing
its results to those provided in the literature [42]. Lastly, our

previous approach, where we used adaptive Hermite functions
without spline interpolation and sigmoidal functions for ECG
wave delineation [9], was also evaluated on this database. Con-
sequently, we are able to directly illustrate the improvement we
achieved in terms of delineation.

The strategy for comparing single-channel delineation al-
gorithms using the QTDB, which we also followed in this
work, was originally proposed in [44]. First, we determined the
time differences between expert and algorithm annotations for
every ECG characteristic point labelled by the expert. In order
to address the issue that the expert annotated the recordings
by looking at both ECG channels at the same time while the
algorithm performs single-lead delineation, we followed the
recommendations given in [44]. This means that, for every
ECG characteristic point, we chose the channel with the smaller
error between expert and algorithm annotation. Subsequently,
for every recording a bias μe and a standard deviation σe of the
respective deviations were calculated. Additionally, sensitivity
of the wave detection itself was determined to quantify the
number of waves that were detected by the expert but not by
the algorithm.

This evaluation strategy adequately estimates the overall-
performance of the delineation algorithm, but it lacks a means of
quantifying the percentages of recordings in whichμe andσe are
within acceptable limits and those in which they are not. In order
to achieve this, we split the dataset into four groups by defining
acceptable tolerances forμe andσe per ECG characteristic point,
as illustrated on the left side in Table V [9], [45]. Group I holds
all recordings with low bias and standard deviation, which is
clearly the targeted group. In the case of Pon, for instance, this
would mean that the bias must be smaller than 25 ms, while the
σe should be smaller than 30 ms for a recording to be assigned to
group I. For group II the difference between expert and algorithm
annotations is greater, which does not automatically mean poor
performance, because in some cases even experts disagree on
the true value of the characteristic point [42]. Groups III and
IV have a high standard deviation, which indicates varying
algorithm (or expert) annotations for similar beats within a
recording and is, of course, not desired at all. The main reason
for this is usually low general signal quality, which cannot be
handled well by the algorithm and sometimes not even by the
expert.

Results: Using the general methodology shown in Fig. 5,
we obtained 81 recordings for which the global mean beat
was approximated in an adequate manner. Consequently, these
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TABLE IV
COMPARING OUR WORK TO STATE-OF-THE ART METHODOLOGIES FOR ECG DELINATION IN TERMS OF SENSITIVITY, BIAS AND STANDARD DEVIATION

TABLE V
LIMITS OF μe AND σe FOR SPLITTING THE DATASET GIVEN IN THE QT DATABASE INTO GROUPS (LEFT); CORRESPONDING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

(VALUES ARE GIVEN IN %) BETWEEN OUR APPROACH AND OUR FORMER APPROACH [9] (RIGHT)

recordings could be processed using the standard ECG beat-
slicing method and the standard constraints for λ and τ , and
manual mean beat annotations were not required. Of course, this
also means that, prior to automated delineation by the algorithm,
the mean beat of 24 recordings had to be labelled manually,
which is a high number given the total number of recordings.
However, note that, since the QTDB holds a wide variety of beat
abnormalities, the percentage of very pathological or atypical
beats is also relatively high. Hence, this number of abnormal
beats detected is a positive result.

The ECG wave delineation results were compared to those of
state-of-the-art algorithms, more specifically to multiscale pa-
rameter estimation [46], low-complexity ECG delineation [47],
and wavelet-based methods [44], [48]. Our approach achieved
delineation results that were on a par with those of the other
methods tested, as summarized in Table IV. Further, the stan-
dard deviations of the differences between expert and algorithm
annotations for the ECG characteristic points of the P and T
waves were lowest in our case, which indicates a very robust
intra-recording delineation. This is confirmed by the results in
Table V, which shows that a very high percentage of recordings
are in group I with small bias and standard deviation for the
single ECG characteristic points. Generally, we were able to
achieve our goal: our new approach yields adequate ECG wave
delineation.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have illustrated that the combination of adaptive Hermite
and sigmoidal functions with spline interpolation successfully
copes with the challenges faced in ECG signal processing.
In particular, the ability of our method to properly perform
ECG BLW removal and ECG delineation was demonstrated
in Sections V-A and V-B. These two tasks are fundamental
to morphological information extraction – the strength of our
novel method. Morphological information extraction has several

important applications in ECG signal processing, for instance,
distinguishing ischemic from non-ischemic ST changes [49],
quantifying ventricular repolarization instability [3], arrhythmia
detection [50] or – more generally – evaluating the temporal
evolution of the wave shapes. All these applications have in
common that shape changes are related to different effects. Con-
sequently, a distinction must be made between shape changes
related to the translation of a wave (Fig. 9(a)), changes associated
with the dilation of a wave (Fig. 9(b)), and “actual” waveform
changes, that is, a normally positive wave turning into a biphasic
or even negative one (Fig. 9(c)). In real-world data, these changes
usually occur in a super-positioned manner, which requires sub-
sequent separation and identification. In fact, it is important to
associate shape changes with their origins in the cardiovascular
system to distinguish between those that are physiological and
those that are pathological, otherwise specific biomedical signal
couplings might be interpreted incorrectly and important details
may be overlooked.

Our method is capable of differentiating between the distinct
types of morphological variation and represents translation- and
dilation-related nonlinear shape changes by τ and λ, respec-
tively, while the coefficient vector c correlates with the “actual”
linear wave shape changes. Consequently, this work provides the
mathematical concept underlying a novel method that combines
and extends firmly established methods to encourage progress
in research into morphology-based ECG signal processing and
analysis. The MATLAB implementation of the proposed method
is available at the website [51].
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